Factors associated with non-initiation of mental healthcare after detection of poor mental health at a scheduled health check: a cohort study
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Poor mental health is an important public health concern, but mental health problems are often under-recognised. Providing feedback to general practitioners (GPs) on their patients’ mental health status may improve the identification of cases in need of mental healthcare.

Objectives To investigate the extent of initiation of mental healthcare after detection of poor mental health and to identify factors associated with non-initiation.

Design Prospective cohort study with 1-year follow-up.

Setting In a population-based health preventive programme, Check Your Health, we conducted a combined mental and physical health check in Randers Municipality, Denmark, in 2012–2015 in collaboration with local GPs.

Participants Participants were 350 individuals aged 30–49 years old with screen-detected poor mental health who had not received mental healthcare within the past year. The cohort was derived from 14,167 randomly selected individuals of whom 52% (n=7,348) participated. Mental health was assessed by the mental component summary score of the 12-item Short-Form Health Survey.

Outcome The outcome was initiation of mental healthcare. Mental healthcare included psychometric testing by GP, talk therapy by GP, contact with a psychologist, contact with a psychiatrist and psychotropic medication.

Results Within 1 year, 22% (95% CI 18 to 27) of individuals with screen-detected poor mental health initiated mental healthcare. Among individuals who initiated mental healthcare within follow-up, one in six had visited their GP once or less in the preceding year. Male sex (OR: 0.49 (95% CI 0.28 to 0.86)) and less impaired mental health (OR: 0.93 (95% CI 0.89 to 0.98)) were associated with non-initiation of mental healthcare. We found no overall association between socioeconomic factors and initiating mental healthcare.

Conclusion Systematic provision of mental health test results to GPs may improve the identification of cases in need of mental healthcare, but does not translate into initiation of mental healthcare. Further research should focus on methods to improve initiation of mental healthcare, especially among men.

INTRODUCTION

Poor mental health is an important public health concern. More than one-third of adult Europeans are estimated to experience mental ill health every year, and comorbidity is often seen between mental and chronic physical disorders. Poor mental health is a leading cause of disease burden, resulting in large economic costs and socioeconomic inequalities.

In Denmark, the majority of mental health problems are managed by general practitioners (GPs), as they are in other European countries. For example, 96% of British patients in treatment for a depressive disorder are treated by GPs. GPs also act as gatekeepers to secondary mental healthcare. Danish GPs are in contact with approximately 85% of their listed population at least once per year. Thus, general practice is a key place to focus when aiming to improve mental healthcare. However, mental health problems are often under-recognised in primary care.
care. A meta-analysis suggested that only 50% of patients with depression were correctly identified by GPs. This could be due to the limited time and resources of the GPs. Moreover, mental distress often presents as physical complaints.

The effectiveness of screening for mental disorders in the primary care setting has been the subject of debate, with studies reporting mixed results. However, giving feedback on the screening result to the GPs may assist in identifying cases in need of mental healthcare. This could be especially important for individuals who are not regular visitors to their GPs.

To motivate individuals to accept offers of mental healthcare once identified can be a challenge. Few studies have focused on initiation of mental healthcare among individuals screened positive, and only one of the identified studies provided feedback on the test result to the individual and to the GP.

A concern in health screening initiatives is whether those with more resources will benefit the most from the initiative, whereas persons with more disadvantaged socioeconomic characteristics will benefit less. However, to our knowledge, no studies have identified factors of importance for initiation of mental healthcare after screen-detected mental health problems.

We conducted a combined mental and physical health check and provided feedback on the results to the individual and to the individual’s GP to explore the extent of initiation of mental healthcare in individuals with screen-detected poor mental health who received no mental healthcare in the year preceding the health check. Further, this study aimed to investigate the factors associated with non-initiation of mental healthcare.

From the literature on factors associated with mental healthcare, we selected explanatory variables that could have influenced the individual’s likelihood of initiation of mental healthcare after the health check: severity of the mental health condition and sociodemographic factors.

As initiation of mental healthcare after a combined mental and physical health check has not previously been investigated, we wanted to explore if the presence of red flags (table 1) at the health check would influence initiation of mental healthcare. We hypothesised that red flags at the health check would increase the probability that the individual would book an appointment with the GP, and hence increase the probability of initiation of mental healthcare.

**METHODS**

**Setting**

The Check Your Health preventive programme was a large-scale, population-based preventive health programme in Randers, a mid-sized municipality in Denmark. The programme included a combined mental and physical health check offered to all citizens aged 30–49 years in Randers Municipality, except individuals listed with a GP outside of Randers Municipality, individuals with terminal illness (as reported by the GP) and individuals who had emigrated from the municipality before the planned date of invitation. The programme targeted this age group because of the potential to prevent development of mental and physical conditions and related complications.

The Check Your Health preventive programme was conducted as a randomised trial to investigate the effect of preventive health checks. Full details of the randomised controlled trial are published elsewhere. Briefly, the programme was developed in a collaboration between the local GPs in Randers Municipality, the health centre in the Municipality, the Central Denmark Region and Aarhus University. Citizens in the 30–49 years age group who lived in Randers Municipality on 1 January 2012 were identified in the Danish Civil Register (n=26 216).

The health check was performed at the local community health centre and consisted of a mental health screening test and a risk assessment of developing non-communicable diseases, such as cardiovascular disease. This assessment was based on survey data and a clinical examination. Immediately after the health check examination, the individual received a personal health profile pamphlet and took part in a discussion of the results, with the health professional going through the results with the individual. Individuals assessed to have poor mental health who received no mental healthcare in the year preceding the health check.

### Table 1 Red flags: health check test results prompting a recommendation for a follow-up consultation with the GP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health check result</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor mental health</td>
<td>MCS score ≤35.76.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High CVD/DM risk profile</td>
<td>Systolic BP ≥140, diastolic BP ≥95, HbA1c ≥6.0%, total cholesterol ≥6 mmol/L, LDL ≥2 mmol/L or risk of CVD within 10 years ≥5%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced lung function</td>
<td>FEV1 or FVC ≤80% or FEV1/FVC ≤0.70.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol risk behaviour</td>
<td>CAGE-C ≥2 positive answers to items 1–4 and 6, or one positive answer to items 1–4 and 6, plus alcohol intake on ≥4 days per week, AUDIT score ≥8 or ≥21 alcohol units per week (men) or AUDIT score ≥8 or ≥14 alcohol units per week (women).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor/fair self rated health</td>
<td>SF-12 item 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUDIT, Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test; BP, blood pressure; CAGE-C, Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye-opener (Copenhagen); CVD, cardiovascular disease; DM, diabetes mellitus; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity; GP, general practitioner; HbA1c, glycated haemoglobin; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MCS, mental component summary (from SF-12, V.2, US norms of 1998); SF-12, 12-item Short-Form Health Survey.
health or any other red flags (table 1) were advised to book a consultation with their own GPs. Results were electronically transferred to the relevant GP and added to the individual’s health record. In cases where a screening result suggested poor mental health, the GPs could provide mental healthcare themselves or they could refer the individual to secondary mental healthcare, according to national clinical guidelines. All but one GP in Randers Municipality participated. Individuals listed with this GP were offered a consultation by a GP in the local community health centre and referred to their own GP if further treatment was needed.

**Design and study population**

The present cohort study used data from the Check Your Health preventive programme and included 14 167 eligible individuals who received an invitation to the Check Your Health programme within 18 April 2012–1 October 2015.

The study cohort consisted of individuals with poor mental health detected at the health check who had not received mental healthcare in the year preceding the health check. As seen in figure 1, individuals who did not participate in the mental and physical health check were excluded (n=6819, 48%). Thirteen individuals were excluded due to death, emigration, or data protection regulations. A total of 645 (9%) individuals were identified with poor mental health (defined later) at the health check; 295 of these had received mental healthcare within the preceding year and were excluded from the actual analyses. This left a cohort of 350 individuals with a screening result suggesting poor mental health and no mental healthcare provided in the preceding year (figure 1). Each individual was followed for 12 months. The use of national registers ensured complete follow-up data.

**Data sources**

We obtained information on mental health, general health, alcohol risk behaviour and smoking status from the health check survey, which participants were requested to complete electronically before attending the clinical examination. Survey data and clinical data from Check Your Health were linked to data in the Danish registers through each individual’s unique personal identification number, which is assigned to all individuals with permanent residence in Denmark.

**Mental health screening**

The mental health status was assessed at the screening by the mental component summary (MCS) score, which is part of the 12-item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-12) V.2. The SF-12 is a condensed and validated version of the SF-36, which is an acknowledged and widely used multifactorial measure of generic health-related quality of life in the general population. The SF-12 has been validated in the population of the Central Denmark Region, where Randers Municipality is located, and the SF-12 is used in Danish national and regional health surveys. The MCS score provides a generic measure of mental health status based on general self-rated health, mood and anxiety symptoms, and functional limitations during the past 4 weeks. The MCS score has been suggested useful for screening for common mental disorders. An MCS score of <36 has been shown to have a sensitivity of 0.62 for any depressive disorder and of 0.73 for generalised anxiety disorder in a general population aged 32–58 years. Thus, the MCS measures more than just mental disorders and is considered a valid measure of mental health status in population studies. The calculation of MCS scores was based on 1998 general US population norms and was performed only for complete SF-12 data. MCS scores range from 0 to 100 on a continuous scale, and a higher score reflects better mental health.

Poor mental health was defined as an MCS score of ≤35.76 based on a Danish national health survey, where poor mental health corresponded to the 10% of the Danish adult population with the lowest MCS scores.

**Mental healthcare**

A total of 98% of the population in Denmark are listed with a GP. Mental healthcare is generally free of charge for the patient, except for psychological therapy and pharmaceuticals, which both require an out-of-pocket fee. The public healthcare system covers mental health services from the GP (psychometric testing and talk therapy), 60% of the psychologist fee for patients who fulfil certain referral criteria and partial payment for prescription medication. If referred by the GP, patients can also get psychiatric specialist care free of charge.
‘Mental healthcare’ was defined as at least one of the following types of intervention recorded in the Danish national health registers: psychometric testing by GP (Danish National Health Service Register (NHSR)37), talk therapy by GP (NHSR), contact with a psychologist (NHSR and Danish National Patient Register), contact with a psychiatrist (NHSR and Danish National Patient Register)39 (table 2).

‘Initiation of mental healthcare’ was defined as initiation of any type of mental healthcare registered within 1 year after the date of the mental health screening.

Clinical measures
Clinical measures were obtained by trained healthcare staff using standardised methods, for example, height measured with heels touching the wall at deep inspiration; and meanystolic and diastolic blood pressure calculated from three measures on the left arm with 1 min intervals after 5 min rest.27 Blood pressure was measured with Omron M6 (Omron Healthcare Europe). Cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein were measured by finger blood test with Alere Cholestech LDX System (Alere Denmark). Glycated haemoglobin was measured by finger blood test with DCA Vantage Analyzer (Siemens Healthcare, Siemens, Germany). Ten-year risk of fatal cardiovascular disease was calculated with the Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation European Low Risk Chart based on sex, age, systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and smoking status and was extrapolated to age 60 years.80 Lung function (forced expiratory volume in 1 s and forced vital capacity) was measured with the EasyOne Diagnostic Spirometer (ndd Medical Technologies, Andover, Massachusetts, USA).

From April 2012 to July 2013, we calculated alcohol risk behaviour using the four-item Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye-opener (Copenhagen) questionnaire.41 From August 2013, the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT)42 was used because AUDIT was implemented in the national guidelines to GPs. We dichotomised self-rated general health (SF-12 item 1)29 into poor/fair and good (very good or excellent).

The Check Your Health steering committee (including GPs) decided that poor mental health or any of the other red flags listed in table 1 should prompt a recommendation for a follow-up consultation with the GP.27

Sociodemographic variables
We obtained all sociodemographic variables within the year before invitation from administrative national registers managed by Statistics Denmark.43 The sociodemographic explanatory variables used were sex, age, ethnicity, education, employment, cohabitation status and income as these were the most frequently examined variables in studies of healthcare utilisation.44 We grouped country of origin into Western or non-Western. We categorised educational level into ≤10, 11–15 and >15 years of education according to the International Standard Classification of Education by UNESCO.45 We grouped occupational status into employed, unemployed/benefits (unemployed at least half of the year or receiving sickness/parental benefit) or social welfare (early disability pension or social security benefits). We dichotomised cohabitation into cohabiting (married or living with a partner) or living alone (including widows and divorced). We calculated equivalence-weighted household income as recommended by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development46 and we categorised income into tertiles. We gained information on vital status from the Danish Register of Causes of Death47 and information on emigration from the Danish Civil Registration System.

Patient and public involvement
Patients or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting or dissemination plans of our research.
Statistics

Descriptive statistics were reported as proportion (n, %) (categorical variables) or mean and SD (continuous variables). Results with less than five observations were reported as ‘<5’ due to data protection regulations (anonymity). Univariate and multiple logistic regression models were used to estimate OR for the association between explanatory variables and ‘initiation of mental healthcare’ within a follow-up time of 12 months from each individual’s mental health screening.

The explanatory variables included severity of the mental health condition (the MCS score (continuous)), sociodemographic factors (sex, age, education and cohabitation) and red flags (besides poor mental health) at the health check.

To investigate whether the impact of each explanatory variable on initiation of mental healthcare was confounded, we adjusted each explanatory variable for potential confounders in separate multiple logistic regression analyses. The potential confounders for each explanatory variable were chosen a priori: sex, age, education and cohabitation were mutually adjusted. Occupation and income were adjusted for sex, age and cohabitation. All other explanatory variables were adjusted for sex, age, education and cohabitation. (As educational level, occupational status and income are correlated, we did not include educational level in the multiple logistic regression models with occupational status and income as explanatory variables because this might have led to overadjustment.) All models were run as complete case analyses, meaning only participants with information on all variables in the specific model were included in the analysis. Hence the number of participants in the separate multiple logistic regression models varied from 331 to 350 (online supplemental table A).

All estimates were reported with 95% CI. P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

We performed all statistical analyses on the remote server of Statistics Denmark using Stata V.15.1 software.

RESULTS

Description of cohort

The study cohort consisted of individuals with screen-detected poor mental health who had not received mental healthcare within the year preceding the screening (N=350) (figure 1). Table 3 shows that 43% of the cohort were men. The mean age was 39.0 years (SD 5.5). One in five (n=71) had low level of education (0–10 years), one in three (n=120) had high level of education (>15 years), and the remaining individuals (n=152) had medium level of education (11–15 years). Two in three lived with a partner. One in four had high income, one in three had medium income, and the remaining individuals had low income. Of the 350 individuals, one in three (n=115) had frequently visited (≥25 visits) their GP in the preceding year, whereas one in three (n=111) had only one (or no) visit to their GP in the year before the health check.

Initiation of mental healthcare at follow-up

In this study, 91% (n=319) contacted their GP for any reason in the year after the mental health screening (table 4). About 22% (n=78) of the cohort initiated mental healthcare within 1 year of follow-up. Thus, 78% (n=272) did not initiate any of the listed types of mental healthcare in the follow-up period. Among the individuals not initiating the listed types of mental healthcare, 30% reported poor or fair self-rated general health and 16% reported risky alcohol behaviour. Among the individuals who did initiate mental healthcare, 17% had none or only one contact with their GP in the preceding year. A total of 38.5% of the cohort had no red flags, besides a poor mental health screening result. Consequently, these individuals would not have been referred to the GP if the health check had not included a mental health screening.

Factors associated with non-initiation of mental healthcare

For adjusted results, we found that men (OR: 0.49 (95% CI 0.28 to 0.86)) were less likely than women to initiate mental healthcare after the health check, and for each unit increase in the MCS score (less severe poor mental health) there was a 7% decrease in odds of initiating mental healthcare (0.93 (0.89 to 0.98)) (figure 2). Furthermore, individuals of older age (0.98 (0.94 to 1.03)), individuals of non-Western origin (0.57 (0.19 to 1.74)), individuals with low level of education (0.56 (0.26 to 1.17)) and medium level of education (0.64 (0.36 to 1.15)), and individuals on social welfare (0.60 (0.26 to 1.38)) had lower likelihood of initiating mental healthcare, but these results were not statistically significant. Being unemployed or receiving benefits (1.92 (0.82 to 4.53)), having low income (1.54 (0.75 to 3.15)) and medium income (1.61 (0.78 to 3.35)), and living alone (1.70 (0.97 to 2.98)) were non-significantly associated with higher likelihood of initiating mental healthcare. Further, no clear association was seen between having other red flags besides poor mental health at the health check and initiating mental healthcare (0.99 (0.56 to 1.74)). The multiple regression models did not change the estimates substantially compared with the crude estimates (online supplemental table B). Estimates of all predictors in every multiple logistic regression model are seen in online supplemental table A.

DISCUSSION

Main results

To our knowledge, the present study is the first to investigate factors associated with initiation of mental healthcare among individuals with screen-detected poor mental health at a population-based health check. The study provides important information on the extent of initiation of mental healthcare despite detection of poor mental health and on factors associated with non-initiation of mental healthcare.

Among 645 individuals identified with poor mental health, 350 (54%) had not received mental healthcare
within the year preceding the health check. Among the 350 individuals, one in five initiated mental healthcare within the following 12 months. Among individuals who initiated mental healthcare, one in six were rare visitors to their GP (0–1 contact) in the preceding year. Initiation of mental healthcare was especially low for men and those with less severe poor mental health. We found no overall association between socioeconomic factors or having red flags and initiating mental healthcare.

Comparison with other studies
The effectiveness of screening for mental disorders in the primary care setting has previously been studied. However, few studies have focused on initiation of mental healthcare among newly identified screen-positive individuals.\(^\text{18-20}\)

Initiation of mental healthcare following population-based\(^\text{18}\) or GP-based\(^\text{19-20}\) screening ranges from 16\(^\%\)\(^\text{18}\) to 42\(^\%\)\(^\text{20}\). The studies differ in three important ways.

First, screening tools varied from diagnostic tests for depressive disorders\(^\text{18,20}\) to identification of a broad range of mental health problems, including subthreshold or probable diagnoses.\(^\text{19}\) Next, the outcome varied from a similar definition of mental healthcare\(^\text{18}\) to prescriptions of psychotropic medication only,\(^\text{18}\) which may partly...
explain the lower proportion of initiation in the study by Williams et al.¹⁹ Finally, the personalised feedback, and a recommendation to discuss mental health with the individual’s GP, as provided in the Check Your Health programme, may have played a substantial role in the initiation of mental healthcare in our study. This may explain the large extent of initiation of mental healthcare in the study by Rost et al.²⁰

Several studies support our findings that less severe mental health problems are associated with lower use of mental healthcare.²¹ ²² Not seeking mental healthcare despite a need has previously been explained by barriers related to acceptability, accessibility and availability of services.²³ Previous studies support our findings that men are less likely to use mental healthcare.²¹ ²⁵ Our results further indicate that the association was not confounded by socioeconomic factors. That men are less likely to use mental healthcare could be explained by acceptability barriers; many men may prefer to manage mental health problems themselves or believe that seeking treatment will not help.²² ²³

We found no clear overall association between socioeconomic factors and initiating mental healthcare, which may be explained by free and equal access to general practice in Denmark.³⁶ This could indicate that no social inequality was seen in the mental healthcare provided after the health check, which would imply that Check Your Health does not contribute to social inequality in mental healthcare. However, these results must be taken with precaution because of the wide CIs due to small subgroup differences in the accessibility to mental healthcare in the health systems and variations in the severity of mental health problems. Accessibility barriers, such as costs and lack of transportation,⁵² may partly explain our findings that individuals on social welfare benefits tended to be less likely to initiate mental healthcare. However, low income was in our results (statistically non-significantly) associated with being more likely to initiate mental healthcare and would oppose this argument. Although statistically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Health check results and initiation of mental healthcare within follow-up (no/yes), Check Your Health, Denmark, 2012-2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation of mental healthcare within 1 year of follow-up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health severity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS, mean (SD)</td>
<td>30.1 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health check results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red flag*</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor/fair self-rated health</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol risk behaviour</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD/DM high-risk profile</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced lung function</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact with GP within follow-up†</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants in the Check Your Health preventive programme 2012–2015 identified with screen-detected poor mental health who had not received mental healthcare within 1 year prior to the health check. Poor mental health: MCS score of ≤35.76 (from SF-12, V.2, US norms of 1998).

Mental healthcare: psychometric test by GP, talk therapy by GP, contact with psychologist, contact with psychiatrist or psychotropic medication.

*Any red flag besides poor mental health screening result: poor/fair self-rated health (SF-12 item 1); alcohol risk behaviour (CAGE-C ≥2 positive answers to items 1–4 and 6, or one positive answer to items 1–4 and 6, plus alcohol intake on ≥4 days per week); AUDIT score ≥8 or ≥2 alcohol units per week (men), or AUDIT score ≥8 or ≥14 alcohol units per week (women); high CVD/DM risk profile (systolic BP ≥140, diastolic BP ≥95, HbA1c ≥6.0%, total cholesterol ≥6 mmol/L, LDL ≥6 mmol/L or 10-year risk of fatal CVD ≥5%); and reduced lung function (FEV1, or FVC ≤80% or FEV1/FVC ≤0.70).

†Not stratified on initiation of mental healthcare within 1 year of follow-up due to data protection regulation (n<5).

AUDIT, Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test; BP, blood pressure; CAGE-C, Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye-opener (Copenhagen); CVD, cardiovascular disease; DM, diabetes mellitus; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity; GP, general practitioner; HbA1c, glycated haemoglobin; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MCS, mental component summary; SF-12, 2-Item Short-Form Health Survey.
non-significant, we found that people living alone might be more likely to initiate mental healthcare. Previous studies have found an association between living alone and receiving mental healthcare.\(^{21,23}\) This can partly be explained by that individuals living alone generally have a higher level of mental health problems,\(^{30}\) but also because individuals living alone may lack support and a close relative to talk to.

Although most individuals had contact with their GP for any reason during follow-up, we found no association between red flags and initiation of mental healthcare. As previously mentioned, we had no information on the content of the consultations, so we cannot know how many actually did have some kind of non-recorded psychological support by GP. Although wide CIs may have masked an association, explanations may be the stigma associated with mental health problems or the individual’s wish to manage the problem by themselves.\(^{35,38}\) It may also be that the GPs have too few resources to handle complex health issues, such as combined mental and physical health problems, and the GP may prefer to address the physical problems.\(^{59}\)

### Strengths and limitations of this study

#### Study cohort

A major strength was that the study was based on data from a large-scale intervention programme implemented in the existing healthcare system. The results thus provide a realistic picture of factors associated with non-initiation of mental healthcare after screen-detected poor mental health. The large population size (n=14 167) allowed us to focus on individuals with poor mental health who had not received mental healthcare in the year preceding the health check.

A limitation of focusing on a subgroup is the large CIs, and we may thus have overlooked true associations. In addition, the small number of observations allowed us to adjust for only a limited number of confounders.

#### National registers

A strength of the present study was the use of national registers, which provided complete and valid follow-up data on the use of mental healthcare for all participants in the study. A limitation of using register data is that the registers do not contain information on all types of support, for example, non-recorded psychological support by the GP, self-financed psychologist consultations or alternative mental healthcare providers. Therefore, our results may have underestimated the extent of the actual mental healthcare provided after the health check.

#### Mental health screening

A strength of using the MCS score for mental health screening is that this tool is useful for detecting mental disorders,\(^{33}\) and the MCS score is correlated with disability.\(^{60}\) In addition, it has been shown to be useful in identifying persons with functional impairment caused by subthreshold mental health problems.\(^{63}\) This implies that we also identified individuals in potential need of minor intervention, for example, psychological support by the GP.

A challenge of using the MCS score is that all items must be completed to calculate the score. We have previously shown that 7% of participants of the Check Your Health who completed parts of the health survey did not get an MCS score.\(^{64}\) These SF-12 non-respondents were more likely to have disadvantaged socioeconomic characteristics,\(^{61}\) and a fair proportion of this group may suffer from mental distress.\(^{5}\)

#### Initiation of mental healthcare

Additional factors could have influenced initiation of mental healthcare, such as the individual’s health literacy.
and attitudes towards handling of mental health problems. These factors have previously been shown to have large impact on help-seeking for mental health problems. Moreover, organisational and structural factors, such as time restrictions, lack of training in mental health issues and limited referral resources, may have caused non-initiation of mental healthcare among the GPs. This information was not available in the present study.

Further, additional information on diagnoses or level of severity was not available. Such information may more precisely have indicated the actual need of mental healthcare.

A general limitation of observational studies (including the present study) is that no firm conclusion can be drawn on causal relations. Hence, we do not know to which extent the individuals might have sought treatment anyway, regardless of participation in the health check. However, 17% of those who did initiate mental healthcare had none or only one contact with their GP in the preceding year. Thus, it seems less likely that they have discussed their mental health with the GP before the health check, and it is likely that the health check had an impact on their help-seeking.

Despite these limitations, the present study identifies factors that deserve attention in similar future initiatives in order to improve the provision of mental healthcare.

**Generalisability**

The health profile of citizens in Randers Municipality, where the health check was conducted, has been rated as average compared with the general population in Denmark. However, participants in the Check Your Health preventive programme were more likely to be older, to have more advantageous socioeconomic characteristics and to be healthier than non-participants. One study from the British National Health Service health check suggested that no social inequalities exist in the participation in health checks, but several European studies have reported social inequality in participation rates. This suggests that the study cohort in the Check Your Health preventive programme is expected to be representative of the population in a preventive health check in a population-based setting.

The observed results may be generalisable to other countries with a similar organisation of healthcare and similar referral patterns to specialist mental healthcare. However, the study focused on individuals aged 30–49 years, and the results may not apply to other age groups.

**Implications and future research**

The present study identified factors associated with non-initiation of mental healthcare in individuals with screen-detected mental health problems. The results point to groups of individuals who may deserve special attention in similar future initiatives. Future research may investigate whether another recruitment strategy targeting the groups identified in the study could improve the initiation of mental health care, for example, introducing men to action-focused interventions based on problem-solving strategies and offering ‘low-intensity’ interventions, for example, guided self-help or computerised cognitive–behavioural therapy in order to improve mental health among individuals with mild to moderate mental health problems. Collaborative care between general practice and specialised mental health services, combined with easy access to psychological therapy, may further support the initiation of mental healthcare after identification of poor mental health, but this must be investigated further.

**CONCLUSION**

A population-based health check can identify a considerable number of individuals as being likely to have a mental health problem. Our findings indicate no overall socioeconomic inequality in initiation of mental health care among participants. However, most screen-positive individuals did not engage in mental healthcare within the following year, even though feedback on the test results was given to both the individual and to the GP. Much more than screening is required if we are to improve mental healthcare for adults. New efforts should target groups that are less likely to initiate mental healthcare, such as men with poor mental health.
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